Dear Sir/Madam,
Whale Cloud would like to invite you to attend our Cloud Now! Roadshow 2018 at
Islamabad Serena Hotel, Pakistan on 15th Dec., 2018.
Following the rebranding of Whale Cloud Technology from ZTEsoft, we have officially
become a company of Alibaba Group. In the era of digital transformation, we
strengthen strategic partnership with Alibaba to become the leading cloud-native
digital transformation provider, capable of offering an unparalleled power of
transformation by combining Whale Cloud's extensive offer of business and operational
enablers, with Alibaba's cutting-edge data technologies and vertical assets. We commit
to helping individuals, society, businesses and governments worldwide to develop their
full potential using digital technologies and to reach the value and benefits of the
digital lifestyle.
With the theme of “Digital Pakistan”, we will present go-to-market strategy and
synergies together with Alibaba Cloud, and set out our market ambition and innovative
solutions necessary to support the digital journey of Pakistan.
You will get insights from this event about:
Technology-driven digital transformation across industries
Trends in global smart city development
Digital business development with the Internet of Things
Extraordinary experience with New Retail
Digital Pakistan policy and blueprint
On behalf of Whale Cloud, I would like to sincerely invite you to join the Roadshow to
enjoy the excellent moment, to share your thoughts and ideas with us.
Respectfully,

Ben Zhou
CEO International, Whale Cloud

09:30-10:00

Registration

10:00-10:20

Welcome and inauguration by Minister of Pakistan

10:20-11:00

Technology drives the digital transformation across industries

11:00-11:40

Cloud service as a utility for society
The advent of cloud computing and the increased demands to accelerate corporate
innovation have disrupted the traditional assumptions of IT—stable workloads and
predictable growth. The business drivers like increased business process demands and
the acceleration of digitalization as the primary method of customer interaction have
dislocated established IT economics and present IT organization with new challenges.
Cloud service will create successful outcomes while running at scale in the public cloud.

11:40-12:00

Coffee Break

12:00-13:00

Smart City: Build sustainable and eco-friendly ambience for citizens
Cities are home to more than half of the world's population, they face growing demands
from residents to deliver a better quality of life and to do so at a sustainable cost. The
development of Smart City can help city governors to manage the city and citizens in
more efficient manner.

13:00-14:30

Lunch Break

14:30-15:10

Digital Economy: Develop digital society with Internet of Things
The Internet of Things (IoT) is changing the world at an unprecedented rate. Companies
looking to succeed in the emerging digital economy reinvent their business models and
strategies. We offer strategic insight for attendees to seek transformation and
opportunities in this dynamic new environment.

15:10-15:50

New Retail: The retail business transforms our daily lifestyle
New Retail is Alibaba's strategy to redefine commerce by enabling seamless engagement
between the online and offline world. It's about building a retail ecosystem that blends
online and offline channels in a unified way that features the consumer at the center,
often in new and unexpected ways.

15:50-16:00

Coffee Break

16:00-16:40

Vision: The Pakistani government digital business development blueprint

16:40-17:00

Way Forward

Please register with our Whale Cloud local contact to join the event, or email us at cloudnow@iwhalecloud. com

